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Who ever knew that running a skate publog would be this tough? Probably 
a newbie like me. And learning from the ones experienced makes me know 
that nothing comes without a challenge. Anyhow, this is a late issue that 
was to come on June, summing it up with the September issue. And to cap 
it all with a big SORRY FOR THE WAIT to skaters, supporters and enthusiasts 
of this wooden toy around Kenya, Africa and the globe at large.

This issue features George Zuko, Victor Muchiri and Vincent Kanambo, some
 Kenyan skaters with some steez. Also covers events that took place from 
Santa Cruz & Moshpit Art Festival, to the Danish Nairobi on Wheels video 
on the Ride Channel. 

As you turn these pages (or scroll), still enjoy every bit of it. Support, share 
and hit a cool spot or park near you on board.
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It’s true skateboarding has no rules and it should stay that way. But there are 
some unwritten codes that are important especially if you identify yourself as 
a street skater. Maybe you have only been skating for a few months and maybe 
you have been skating for 10 years. This list can be true for lots of skaters who 
never really did their homework. I’ve been skating the streets for 20 years so 
here is a few ‘don’ts’ I’ve learned a long the way. 

You carry your board when you can skate

This is the number one no no. If you have a skateboard and there is cement on 
the ground, the only excuse you can have for not skating is because you broke 
your leg in 3 places and the bone is sticking out of the skin, other wise you 
better be on that board pushing happily down the street as people jump out of 
the way giving you dirty looks. Of course if the ground is sketchy it’s ok to walk 
your skate but if the ground is good and you’re still carrying it,you belong 
back in baby class. 

You only skate when people can see you

These people are the worst. The only time they’ll show up for a sesh is when 
they know certain guys are out or that there will be people to skate with. You 
will never see these people trying to get peeps together for a sesh and you can 
bet they’ll never roll into town alone to see who is skating. Do us a favour and 
stay at home if you’re one of these. 

Side note:This is also guilty of people who love to ‘Beam’ Meaning when they 
land a trick they look around to see who is watching them.

Mommy buys all your clothes but you look down on kids who don’t wear brand 
name

For sure there are skaters who come from privilege. You don’t know what it is 
to hustle for money so you can get a new board or shoes. And you for sure 
don’t know what it means to skate around with an empty stomach with no cure 
for that hunger in sight. That doesn’t mean you can’t be humble but there are 
those who look down on skaters who don’t have the funds to look like a ‘skater’. 
Well guess what, that kid who has to make his board last for years has more 
style in an ollie than you will in your whole life. The skaters who have less have 
a way more natural style because they’re using what they have unlike someone 
who is trying so hard to ‘look’ like a skater.

How Not To Be A Skater
By Nat Canuel
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Your scared of wrecking your graphic/stickers

This is the number one mistake for a lot of beginners. They spend more time 
at a sesh looking at and touching their skateboard than actually skating. 
They think the graphic on their board is what makes them badass, but when 
it comes time to trying a ledge they go and sit down to rub their board as if 
it was their date. These guys are as badass as a new born bird. If you want to 
get good you better start throwing yourself at some stuff otherwise your 
going to progress slower than everyone else. 

You do it for image

Hell has a special place for you. You are basically all of the above mentioned 
and the antithesis of skateboarding. You are dying for that bad boy status 
and you’ll do anything to get it. A real skater can smell you from far like tear 
gas and if you want some advice, stop trying to act like a skater and just be 
yourself. Skateboarding doesn’t need more people trying to piggy back off 
of it’s image as a cool underground culture, it needs more people who are 
interested in trying to build a real community of proud skaters who are there 
for each other and want to make life better. 
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&
Venue: Shangilia Skate Park
Date: June 24th By: Skate-Aid

And that’s what went down at Shangilia Skate Park. The Santa Cruz Bowl, 
organised by Skate-Aid.. The headlining acts were our very own all-skater 
band- Powerslide, Crystal Axis and Seeds of Datura.
The place filled with skaters, enthusiasts, rock heads and music lovers alike.  

Funny thing is this is the only contest ever which
 had few contesters in a place full of skaters. 
Where are my Kenyan skaters when you need 
them. 

Why? Was the sun too hot to skate? Were there 
too many guys for our introverted selves to skate?
 None of that.  Actually, this comes as a matter of

   Santa Cruz Bowl 
  Moshpit Art Festival 

What’s better than getting to the skate park? Well it’s skating in the 
skate park with a live rock band playing while you’re bailing your nuts 
off in the bowl.

Brands present Map-Jam on the sound, 
Independent and a photo exhibition by Guillaume 
Michel called “In the eye of the moshpit”.  
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Anyway, there were prizes and apparel given to the guys hitting the bowl.
Then by the end of the contest there was a mosh pit moment at bowl 
with Crystal Axis giving us the jams to head bang and to mayhem for.

Atlast, the rock heads din’t hold back and saved the day by creating the 
moshpit in the skate bowl.

The gig went well and of course oblivious of the hangover that would 
ensue the following day.  And probably skaters should hit the ramps 
more to add some steez with vert tricks.

I think we need more gigs like this, 
kinda like Ramps & Amps, both for 
skaters and rock heads or rather live 
music fans.

fact that the Kenyan spectrum
of skaters are mostly street 
skaters. So yeah. This bowl we 
see it like once in a blue moon, 
like that liquor.  (LOL joke) 
But that will be a story for 
another day.

Photos: gmiphoto.net
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It was on a Thursday morning that 
skatenation got the call from Red-
bull KE to put on their prettiest 

dresses and go out for a day of filming at Kenyatta University. A sponta-
neous date it was. Filming started at Shopping centre where other 
young-uns were engaged in their dates, all around the campus, hitting 
spots around the shopping centre, the curbs, benches and stairs. As the 
sun fiercely glared down on these determined souls.
The tricks that went down the difficult to skate Shopping Centre 5-set 
came from Murage and Tha Beast himself, with a kickflip and a tre flip 
respectively. Anyone who has tried that awkward run up with the tiles 
right before the edge and the rough as hell landing will tell you that 
those tricks deserve some respect. A short edit is available on a young 
man named Iso‘s profile on Instagram
 (@nutk.i.d).
Since Skatenation254 has been in 
talks with Red Bull KE about building a 
skate park, this day was a kind of cour-
tesy call session. At the end of this 
session the crew was taken out to 
dinner where they feasted on only the 
finest KFC chicken. Say what you will 
about red bull, but they sure know 
how to treat a lady nice. 

SkateNation 254
RedBull KE

Tony Evayo, Skatenation 254
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